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he can sense only too well. But now he's saying to himself that I have spent my first week in Paris doing nothing at all, without any more curiosity than a soldier on leave."
Jerphanion asked himself whether he should make the best of the excuses he had to offer. He hesitated, because they were decidedly commonplace. But it was better to risk looking slightly ridiculous than to be exposed to a contempt which went down to essentials. Besides, where Jallez was concerned, he preferred to tell the truth.
" My week simply trickled away without my noticing it, and in the most absurd kind of way. First I had to do some shopping, which seemed to go on for ever, under the wing of my aunt. And then ray uncle, who is not well off and is mad about pottering around, wanted me to help Kim fix the electricity in his apartment. I did it nearly all myself."
He added, at the cost of a new spurt of moral courage :
*c As a matter of fact, I was very glad to do it. It's a serious thing about me. I often realise that I have an insatiable appetite for manual labour; and when I once give way to it, I can't stop. Heredity, no doubt. It carries me along hour after hour, like a seizure, like a vice; and then I heap reproaches on my own head. I know very well that it is the line of least resistance.**
" Yes, that's it, isn't it ? Even with our inexperience and all the difficulties of detail, there's a kind of intoxicating easiness about matrnal work. That's what the Animal that we are likes best. The only fatigue of which he's really afraid is that of the brain. The keenness with which some of our comrades throw themselves into work of pure erudition comes from the same thing; it's next door to manual work. Pm rather given to it myself, too, sometimes. . «. *
** We must go and see The Pilgrims at Emmaas together. Why was I talking about the picture ? To throw some light on this idea of testimony of mine. The pilgrims in the inn sure witnesses of an event, a presence, as yet hidden from the dcest of the world. They will have to testify to it to-. gether. Even if they had not known one another before,

